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Perdue was ‘Designated Survivor,’ Watches State of the Union on TV at ‘Undisclosed Location’ 

Perhaps he used his extra time to polish testimony for next week’s House Agriculture Committee 
hearing on USDA Farm Bill principles, but Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue was not among his cabinet 
colleagues or the other illustrious attendees at President Trump’s first State of the Union speech to 
Congress this week.  Just hours before the speech, Perdue was informed by the White House – as it has 
done since the 1960s – that he was to be the “designated survivor,” that member of the cabinet who is 
not in the Capitol Building should a disaster occur that kills or severely injures the president, vice 
president, House Speaker, and so on down the line of presidential succession.  Designed to ensure 
continuity of leadership in the wake of the unthinkable, nonetheless it meant Perdue had to watch the 
speech on television at a “secure and undisclosed location.”   

Trump State of the Union Speech Long on Familiar Policy Targets, Short on Details 

While it may have been the most watched State of the Union address in 25 years, and while it certainly 
came in as one of the longest at nearly two hours, President Trump’s annual address to a joint session of 
Congress this week was long on familiar policy priorities, but short on details on how to get where he 
wants to go.  

There was no mention of agriculture or agribusiness per se in the speech, but Trump cited several issues 
important to industry.   

The first formal Trump State of the Union – last year’s speech was a simple address to Congress – 
focused up front on his administration’s accomplishments, including a stronger economy, stock market, 
jobs creation – unemployment for African Americans and Hispanics is at historic lows, he said – rising 
wages, shifting to enactment of federal tax reform; the “historic” rollback of federal regulations; the 
confirmation of Justice Neil Gorsuch to the Supreme Court of the U.S., and the “very close to 100%” 
defeat of ISIS in the Middle East.   

The second half of the speech focused on what the president wants to accomplish during the three 
years remaining in his first term, including inviting Democrats to work with him on a $1.7-trillion 
infrastructure improvement plan, a joint federal-state-local effort, with maybe some private-public 
partnerships along the way; trade enhancement; immigration reform, including DACA/DREAM Act 
reform and the arrest/deportation of undocumented immigrant gang members – “Americans are 
dreamers, too” was considered a hallmark line in the speech – as well as actions on drug prices, opioid 
addiction, law enforcement and regulatory overhaul.  

Even Republicans are impatient to see details of the Trump infrastructure plan, something he’s talked 
about since the campaign in 2016.  The White House said the infrastructure plan will be released in two 
to four weeks.  However, the 10-year, $1.5-trillion price tag mentioned in the speech ups the ante from 
the $1 trillion Trump talked about during the campaign, all to be spent on roads, bridges, waterways, 
airports, commuter systems and similar projects.   

Democrats contend the Trump plan would provide too little money, is out of sync with last year’s 
FY2018 White House spending recommendations, forces states and cities to come up with more of the 
cost of building new and improved infrastructure, and that the public-private idea smacks of private toll 



roads and the disappearance of federal rules on safety and construction. After a national mayors’ 
meeting with Trump last week, former House member, Obama chief of staff and now mayor of Chicago, 
Rahm Emmanuel said the plan is “fairy dust…it’s not real.”   

On trade, agriculture hoped to hear from Trump that U.S.-Canada-Mexico efforts to modernize NAFTA 
are on track, making progress toward a deal that’s safe.  Instead they heard philosophical statements 
about ending trade deficits.  “The world has taken advantage of us on trade for many years, and as you 
probably noticed, we’re stopping that, and we’re stopping it cold, and we have to have fair and 
reciprocal trade,” the president said.  “We will work to fix bad trade deals and negotiate new ones.”  

Trump told the audience of administration officials and lawmakers that his recently released “four 
pillars” of immigration reform represent a “fair compromise – one where nobody gets everything they 
want, but where our country gets the critical reforms it needs.”  He restated his support for a path to 
citizenship for the 1.8 million workers in the U.S. brought here illegally as children, fortifying the 
southern U.S. border with a wall, ending chain migration, ending the visa lottery system, and shifting the 
U.S. to a merit-based immigration system. 

EPA Notes 

Taking One for the Team, Pruitt Testifies at Senate EPW Hearing – In his first appearance before the 
Senate Environment & Public Works Committee since his confirmation hearing and only his third trek to 
Capitol Hill in a year, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt took kudos from Republican while enduring body 
slams from Democrats.  Prior to this week’s hearing, committee member Sen. Ed Markey (D, MA) told 
one Hill publication, “Our goal will be to put him on the spot, to have him defend the egregious policies 
which he has been implementing and to make it more clear…that this is the most anti-environment 
administration in the history of the country.” Observers contend Pruitt came through the hearing 
“largely unscathed” by critical questions about his first year in office, including the one focused on a 
2016 radio interview in which Pruitt, then a supporter of Gov. Jeb Bush, said primary candidate Donald 
Trump “would be more abusive to the Constitution than Barack Obama.”  Pruitt said he didn’t 
remember making the remark, and said working with Trump is “the most consequential leader of our 
time.”  The former Oklahoma attorney general confirmed his agency’s plans to rewrite Obama’s Clean 
Power Plan limiting power plant carbon emissions, though he wouldn’t rule out such action, and also 
reported on EPA’s action to repeal and rewrite of the “waters of the U.S. (WOTUS)” final rule.  He also 
said there’s no plan right now to review the so-called “endangerment finding” allowing greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions as a public health threat.  Pruitt told Sen. Joni Ernst (R, IA) his agency continues to 
review its authority to permit E15 to be sold year-around, saying it’s not a policy issue – the White 
House is on record favoring the change – but a legal issue.  Pruitt said he’s still examining whether to 
locate EPA personnel in every state capital, replacing the agency’s current 10 regional offices. Calling 
them “operational units,” he said such a shift would allow EPA to deal with issues specific to each state.  

Carper Says He’ll Block EPA Nominees until Trump Withdraws CEQ Nomination – Sen. Tom Carper (D, 
DE), ranking member on the Senate Environment & Public Works Committee, this week told EPA 
Administrator Scott Pruitt it’s the Delaware lawmaker’s intention to block two important pending EPA 
nominations – agency deputy administrator and chief financial officer – until the White House 
withdraws its nomination for head of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ).  “I made it clear that 
those nominations were going to find it difficult to move forward expeditiously as long as the 
nomination of Kathleen Hartnett White was still out there,” Carper told Pruitt during the agency 



administrator’s appearance before the committee this week.  White is controversial because of her 
questioning of climate change science and questions several anti-pollution rules now on the books.  At 
her 2017 confirmation hearing, Carper said she gave “perhaps the worst performance I’ve seen in 17 
years.  While not related directly to EPA operations, holding the reins at CEQ gives White the president’s 
ear on environmental policy across all departments.  In the 1980s, White was a special assistant to then 
First Lady Nancy Reagan, following a stint at the National Cattlemen's Beef Association (NCBA) in 
Washington, D.C., handling private lands and environment issues.  In Texas, White was director of the 
Ranching Heritage Assn., and served on the Texas Economic Development Commission.  She named by 
Gov. Rick Perry to the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, serving as chair, and in 2008, moved 
to the Texas Public Policy Foundation as Distinguished Senior Fellow-in-Residence and director of the 
Armstrong Center for Energy & the Environment. 

Pruitt Says WOTUS Fix Final by End of Year – In nearly unheard of quickness for a regulatory review, the 
Office of Management & Budget (OMB) took less than five days to green light EPA’s final rule – received 
late last week – to delay implementation of the agency’s “waters of the U.S. (WOTUS)” rulemaking for 
two full years, and announced the plan this week.  The quick action on the rule is needed because of the 
Supreme Court decision last week unraveling confusion over which federal court should hear cases filed 
by industry and the states against the rule.  By declaring oversight belongs in federal district courts, not 
appeals courts, the nationwide stay of the Obama final rule was set to be lifted next month.  EPA says a 
new rule to redefine WOTUS will be finalized within the month, published in April or May, and that the 
old Obama WOTUS rule should be history by the end of the year. The agency continues to gather 
comments from stakeholders, including the states, on what a new rule clarifying EPA and Army Corps of 
Engineers Clean Water Act (CWA) jurisdiction should look like, but must formally rescind the old rule to 
put the process back on track while protecting industry from what critics have called a “federal power 
grab.” Meanwhile, the state of Georgia joined nine other states this week, formally requesting the 11th 
Circuit Court of Appeals act quickly to shift the state’s lawsuit challenging the WOTUS rule back to the 
federal district court to backstop agency efforts to keep the Obama era rule from going into effect.  

EPA to Coordinate with Commerce, Interior on ES Pesticide Reviews; Other Rule Reworks Coming – 
During testimony this week by EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt before the Senate Environment & Public 
Works Committee, he said his agency has signed an agreement with the Departments of Interior (DOI) 
and Commerce (DOC) to coordinate and accelerate analysis of pesticide toxicity and their possible 
impact on endangered species.  In a memorandum of agreement (MOA), the agency and departments 
propose setting up an interagency working group including the Fish & Wildlife Service and the National 
Marine Fisheries Service.  He also told the committee EPA will, by the end of FY2018, issue notices of 
proposed rulemaking to modify agricultural worker protection standards and the certification and 
training of pesticide applicators, with both rulemakings challenging the minimum 18-year-old age limit.  

NAFTA 2.0 Round Six Shows ‘Some Progress,’ Two More Sessions Set  

The just-completed sixth round of negotiations in search of NAFTA 2.0 yielded some modest gains, 
officials said, but the progress made was just enough to lock in at least two more negotiating sessions, 
allaying the fears of some that a lack of progress and the talks’ agonizingly slow pace could lead to a 
suspension of the effort.   

At a press briefing following the final ministerial meeting last week, U.S. Special Trade Representative 
(USTR) Robert Lighthizer said while some progress was made, he hopes it will accelerate and achieve 



"major breakthroughs."  The seventh scheduled round of negotiations is set for Mexico City at the end 
of February or in early March, with the eighth round returning to Washington, DC, at a date to be 
determined.  Canada and Mexico never agreed to an arbitrary deadline to complete the talks, but the 
snail’s pace of NAFTA 2.0 is frustrating to Lighthizer – who has complained loudly and publicly – and has 
prompted some observers to speculate talks could last into 2019.  

"This round was a step forward, but we are progressing very slowly," Lighthizer said, adding trilateral 
negotiations are always more "complicated and contentious" than bilateral talks.  “Some real headway 
was made here today.  We are committed to moving forward.  I am hopeful progress will accelerate 
soon.” 

The three nation’s completed the chapter on anti-corruption, and reports indicate the chapter on 
sanitary/phytosanitary food safety standards, as well as those dealing with digital trade and 
telecommunications are about 90% completed.   

"We still have substantial challenges to overcome, yet the progress we made so far puts us on the right 
track," said Mexican Economy Secretary Ildefonso Guajardo. Canadian Foreign Minister Chrysta 
Freedland said she was “pleased” with the talks’ progress and dismissed harsh U.S. criticism of Canada.   

Lighthizer isn’t happy with Canada, taking dead aim at the recent trade case launched by Canada against 
the U.S. at the World Trade Organization (WTO) over allegations of misuse of anti-dumping and anti-
subsidy duties as "unprecedented" and a "massive attack on all of our trade laws."  Lighthizer said 
Canada has an $87 billion trade surplus with the U.S. Freeland countered, saying the U.S. Bureau of 
Economic Analysis in the Department of Commerce (DOC), reports Canada had an $8 billion deficit in 
overall trade with the U.S. 

This week 32 GOP Senators sent yet another letter to President Trump warning him he must keep 
NAFTA in place, calling NAFTA 2.0 “the next step to advance the economy.”  Giving the president credit 
for leadership that has “jump-started the economy,” the lawmakers said a successful conclusion to 
NAFTA 2.0 will bring the U.S. “even greater economic success.” 

Flake Finally Lifts Hold on USTR Nominee Doud 

Lame duck Sen. Jeff Flake (R, AZ) this week finally removed his hold on the nomination of Gregg Doud to 
be the Office of the U.S. Special Trade Representative’s (USTR) chief agricultural trade negotiator.  Flake 
blocked a final Senate vote on Doud when the U.S. put forward at NAFTA 2.0 negotiations a plan by 
which certain produce growers in the U.S. could bring anti-dumping complaints against Mexico.  
Western growers opposed the plan, a scheme strongly supported by southeastern fruit and vegetable 
producers.  

A day before Flake lifted his hold, a letter signed by over 75 agriculture and agribusiness groups was sent 
to the Hill demanding Flake allow Doud’s nomination to move forward.  

Flake got out of Doud’s way when Finance Committee Chair Orrin Hatch (R, UT) and USTR Robert 
Lighthizer told the Arizona lawmaker they’d work with him on a modification of the NAFTA produce 
provision.  “Given the importance of U.S. agriculture and what’s at stake for them in the NAFTA 
negotiations, I am pleased that this nomination can now move forward,” Flake said.   



The National Cattlemen’s Beef Assn. (NCBA), which has said the Flake hold on Doud – who used to work 
as an economist in the NCBA Washington, DC, office – was not holding Doud hostage, but holding U.S. 
agriculture hostage.  

Word on Sec. 199A Fix Remains Elusive 

Few in the grain trade are talking publicly about the progress of correcting a massive “oversight” in the 
recently enacted federal tax reform law, one that in seeking to keep farmer-owned cooperatives whole 
when it came to the lost economic benefit of repealed Sec. 199 manufacturers’ deductions, created Sec. 
199A, including cooperatives as a redefined “pass-through” business entity and the tax law’s 20% 
deduction, but pitting co-ops against private grain companies and elevators when it comes to grain 
marketing.   

The National Council of Farmer Cooperatives (NCFC) and the National Grain & Feed Assn. (NGFA) are the 
major players in the push to “fix” the tax reform mistake.  

“We are working intensively with stakeholders, including cooperatives, non-cooperative-owned 
agribusinesses and Senate offices, including Senators Hoeven, Thune and Roberts,” NCFC and NGFA said 
in a joint statement. “The goal of these discussions is to arrive at an equitable solution that preserves 
the benefits that cooperatives and their farmer patrons previously enjoyed under Section 199 of the tax 
code, while addressing any unforeseen impacts on producers’ marketing decisions.  NCFC, NGFA and our 
stakeholders are committed to reaching a solution in a thoughtful and expeditious manner, and to 
working with Congress to address this issue promptly.”  

“Promptly” translates to their shared hope a solution will be included in the next continuing resolution 
(CR) to fund government operations, which will need to be acted on by midnight February 8.  The next 
CR will likely run through the third week in March.  

As to the prospects of meeting that February 8 deadline, some lawmakers are not so optimistic.  Asked 
by The Fence Post about a technical correction to the tax law wanted by private grain companies, House 
Agriculture Committee ranking member Rep. Collin Peterson (D, MN) said, "We would hope, but I 
wouldn't bet on it.  This shouldn't have happened in the first place, so I'm skeptical.  If it doesn't get 
fixed, the likely outcome is you'll have a lot of private companies becoming co-ops.  It's too much of an 
advantage for farmers to sell to a co-op. They're going to have to." 

RFA Wants to Know about ‘Small Refinery’ RFS Exemptions 

Just what are the criteria which qualify a “small refinery” to be exempted from the requirements of the 
federal Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) are being sought by the Renewable Fuels Assn. (RFA), an 
enhanced curiosity now that EPA has hinted it might be expanding those exemptions.  

EPA has authority to exempt refineries which process no more than 75,000 barrels of crude oil per day 
so as to eliminate “disproportionate hardship” on those refineries.  The determinations are made on an 
individual basis, but the process for those decisions is not known.  RFA reminded EPA those exemptions 
are supposed to be temporary.  

Scott Pruitt, EPA administrator, got a letter from RFA saying the specifics of the small refinery RFS 
exemption are critical to “greater certainty for both renewable fuel producers and obligated parties.”  



“This lack of transparency is particularly disconcerting given that an ill-conceived and unauthorized 
expansion of this exemption could destabilize the market for renewable fuels and undermine Congress’ 
goals for the RFS program,” RFA President Bob Dineen wrote.  He added RFA is also concerned with the 
agency’s failure to “require non-exempt obligated parties to make up the volume of fuel that the 
exempt small refiners would have otherwise provided in a given year.”  

FSMA Roll-out Prompts USDA, FDA Deal to Work Together on Produce Safety, Biotech 

USDA and FDA will work to erase the “blurred lines” between their respective jurisdiction and shared 
regulation of produce safety and biotechnology, announced Secretary Sonny Perdue and FDA 
Commissioner Scott Gottlieb this week.   

The formal agreement, precipitated by the ongoing FDA roll-out of the Food Safety Modernization Act 
(FMSA), signed by the two “outlines efforts to increase interagency collaboration, efficiency and 
effectiveness on produce safety and biotechnology activities while providing clarity to manufacturers.” 

“You heard of a little law called FSMA?,” Perdue asked at the public signing ceremony at USDA in 
response to an audience question on why the formal collaboration is necessary.  “The FDA is given a lot 
of responsibilities on farm and that’s not really their core competencies; visiting farm can cause a lot of 
anxiety, so the relationship is important.”  

On biotechnology, both USDA and FDA are now committed to finding ways to better align and enhance 
efforts to develop a new regulatory approach to biotechnology – “modernizing the regulatory 
framework” – as called for in the September, 2016, “National Strategy for Modernizing the Regulatory 
System for Biotechnology Products,” as well the more recent Task Force on Agriculture & Rural 
Prosperity.  The shared goals are increased transparency, predictability and efficiency of the regulatory 
process, they said.   

“The USDA has the knowledge and the expertise to support FDA’s work related to farming,” said Perdue. 
“We at the USDA have a motto: Do Right and Feed Everyone, and we believe this joint effort will move 
us one more step closer to that goal.”  

When it comes to jurisdiction, USDA regulates the safety of most meat, poultry, catfish and certain egg 
products, while FDA has authority over all other foods, including dairy, seafood, produce and 
processed/packaged foods.  

“The agreement tasks both government organizations with identifying ways to streamline regulation 
and reduce inspection inefficiencies, while steadfastly upholding safety standards for dual-jurisdiction 
facilities,” the two regulators said.  

USDA Goes Internet on Farmer Service, Market Data  

USDA this week announced two excursions into the Ethernet as it unveiled first farmers.gov, a new 
“interactive, one-stop website” for producer services, and then the Market Analysis & Reporting 
Services (MARS) for speedier delivery of market price information.  

Farmers.gov is now live – is “mobile device friendly – and will be constantly updated over the coming 
months, said Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue in Grand Rapids, Michigan, this week for a Michigan 
Farm Bureau meeting.  It will allow producers to make appointments with USDA offices, file forms and 



apply for department programs.  The site “gathers together the three agencies that comprise USDA’s 
Farm Production & Conservation mission area: The Farm Service Agency (FSA), the Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS) and the Risk Management Agency (RMA), which is the center of all things 
federal crop insurance. 

MARS is a new web-based platform using state-of-the-art technology to provide “detailed data sets in a 
more customer-focused way.”  “The MARS project applies the best data management practices to make 
that data available when and where farmers, packers and processors need it,” said Greg Ibach, USDA 
undersecretary for marketing and regulatory programs. The first set of data and reports to appear on 
MARS was market news information for dairy products on February 2, followed by cotton and tobacco 
reports set for April.  Dates for livestock, poultry, grain and specialty crops will be announced on the 
new “My Market News” website, and that all market news will be moved to MARS by March, 2019.  

 


